Junior arbitration associate (NQ)
Gentium Law Group is a dynamic and successful new arbitration boutique law
firm. It is looking for a Junior Arbitration Associate to complete its team
The ideal person will have the following:


Top grades from an internationally recognised law school (recent graduate)



Bar qualification in any jurisdiction or about to take bar exam, preferably common law
jurisdiction



Demonstrated commitment to learning the skills and practice of arbitration



Demonstrated desire and legal capability to live/work in Geneva and/or elsewhere in
Switzerland



Youthfulness of attitude indicating a willingness to learn both technical and strategic aspects
of a job



Agreeability to working in a multicultural office environment



Professional fluency in English is a must (sufficient to conduct advocacy); professional
fluency in French is desirable but not essential



An ability to work in a small firm environment, as a compliment with a group of very
talented people; a willingness and capability to take on more responsibilities than might be
typical in an arbitration practice from the outset



A desire to work in an informal, relaxed and fun atmosphere in which the very highest
quality of work is nevertheless regarded as a prerequisite

In addition to a market rate salary, the firm offers two sorts of bonuses: one is a proportion of
profits, distributed to staff; the other is an origination bonus for all work brought in.
We may consider flexible hours for the right candidate.
Due to permit restrictions in Switzerland, the applicant must be a Swiss national, hold a Swiss
work permit or be a national of one of the EU countries.
The position will be based in the firm’s Geneva city centre office where the standard language in use
is English.
Availability: as soon as possible
Please apply to recruitment@gentiumlaw.com sending a short cover letter and your CV in English.
See www.gentiumlaw.com for further information about the firm

